
 
Friday 16th October 2020 

Message from the Headteacher 
The weather has definitely turned this week and children are bringing in coats, wellington boots, 
gloves and hats. Please ensure that they are all clearly labelled with your child’s name and 
class. Please buy coats that are black or burgundy, the shops have a range of them out at the 
moment. The office has been sending all the uniform orders out this week after receiving more 
deliveries from SANCO. If you need an item fast then please pop down to the shop on Bell 
Road or call them to get an item. (SANCO Schoolwear 020 8570 9990 or email sanco.co.uk). 
 
Please keep your distance as you have been doing around the school sites and if you can’t 
socially distance, for example over the railway bridge, then please wear masks to keep each 
other safe. Our neighbouring boroughs have higher infection rates than us, but this virus will not 
respect borough boundaries and we all need to do our part to keep our community safe. London 
has now better testing capacity than a few weeks ago, if you have symptoms please get a test. 
We will continue to do temperature checks and hand gel pupils on entry to school everyday. We 
had no positive cases with staff or children this week.  
 
London will move to Covid Level 2: high from Saturday. Schools remain open but there will be 
changes to rules on people socialising. Please check the government and Hounslow LA website 
for the latest guidance. If your child has been for a COVID test they should not come to school 
until they have the results. 
 
We know many families will have been affected by job losses at Heathrow and with the large 
hotels and hospitality. We can all help by sending items that are needed to the local food bank 
at St. Paul’s Church and to the Gurdwara. Please apply for free school meals, even if your child 
receives a free infant meal. If your child is in a class that has to isolate or we return to full 
lockdown they can then still access meal vouchers. It also helps unlock other funding for the 
school to support your child. 
 
We will be launching our new online Reading Eggs package in the Infants and lower juniors this 
week. We recognise that the children have gaps in their phonic knowledge after lockdown and 
this will help them catch up. We have also noticed in September that the children needed some 
practise with their fine motor skills, as they had not used pens and pencils for a while. Please 
see these simple exercises that can be done at home to build up their fine motor skills.  
 
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=E93zc5jcVwE 

 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=E93zc5jcVwE


 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=l9e5f0_PP-w 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=syv0qIRY9yE 

Early Years 
 

 

 

Dear Parents and Carers - a very big thank you to all of the parents and carers who have 

created their accounts on Tapestry following receipt of the Activation Link via email. These are 

being sent to one of the email addresses that you provided when your child started at 

Wellington. Remember to keep a record of your login details! 

Nursery 
This week in the Nursery we have been reading the story Meg and Mog. The children have 
really enjoyed using props to act the story out and they have also been making imaginative 
potions at the tuff tray. They enjoyed using coloured water, flowers and dry lentils to create 
magical spells for Meg and Mog. It was wonderful to hear the children using different vocabulary 
like ‘abracadabra’ and ‘magical potions’.  

 
 
We have also introduced phonics in the Nursery and our sound of 
the week is ‘s’. The children have been saying the sound and 
trying to make marks to represent the sound. They have also been 
trying to spot the letter S in the classroom environment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=l9e5f0_PP-w
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=syv0qIRY9yE


 
 
For developing fine motor skills the children have been using 
tweezers to pick out sunflower seeds. They have really enjoyed 
this and have tried really hard to carefully pick out the seeds. 
Some of the children tried to count them too.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The children have been practising their scissor skills by cutting 
straws and making a skeleton. They have had lots of fun doing 
this. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Mrs McCarthy bought in her pet tortoises Tiddles 
and Rosie to share with the Nursery. The children 
have really loved watching them shuffle around in 
the garden and hide under their shells.  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



 
 

Stars of the week 
 
Isaac - for settling in the Nursery so well. 
 
Lily - for always listening and following instructions.  
 
Ayla - for doing lots of mark making at the writing table. 
 
Anika - for enjoying picking the sunflower seeds and recognising her numbers.  
 
Isra - for being a super helper in class. 
 
Viaan - for showing kindness and being a good friend.  
 
Alitza - for always caring for the other children in the Nursery.  

 

Reception 

This week in Reception, we have been sharing the story ‘My Mummy is a Firefighter’. 

We have been learning and using the key vocabulary in the story and participating in a range of 

activities related to the theme of Fire Fighters.  

 
 
 

 

 

 



 
In phonics we have been learning to say the sounds ‘i n m d’ and match them to the 

corresponding letters. The children have enjoyed singing the ‘Jolly Phonics’ songs and learning 

the corresponding actions: 

 
 
 
 

 

In maths we have been comparing 

amounts and sizes, learning to 

understand and use key vocabulary 

including: more and less, most and 

fewest, biggest and smallest.  

 

 

In outdoor learning, the children have thoroughly enjoyed our new outdoor Tesco shop! Mrs 

Atwal has even included some relevant COVID safety signs and the children are being shown 

how to observe social distancing and use hand gel as they enter our Tesco, just like a real shop! 

  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

In Reception, as with the whole school, the children receive DOJO points for following the rules, 

from their Class Charters.  

Following our focus story from last week, ‘Tomorrow I’ll be Kind’, we have seen many children 

receiving DOJO points for being... 

...and this is absolutely wonderful! 

If you would like to share this story at home, you can find a video on YouTube at: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dIyJvDmDsOM 

The point totals for each class this week are: 

Birch = 342 
Elm = 748 
Oak =   378 
Yew = 395 

 



 
 

 
 

                                 Reception Merits 
 
 
 
 

Birch Class 
 
Alan - for being able to follow instructions and take messages to others. 
 
Kimranraj - for talking about the pictures in her reading book independently. 
 
Leo - for sharing the book he had taken home and trying really hard to answer questions about 
the pictures. 
 
Rizzia - for coming into school with more confidence and a smile.  
  
Zahra - for putting up her hand and contributing very well during whole class sessions.  
 
Zayan - for learning to say our names and saying ‘Good morning Miss / Mrs ……’ 
 
 
Yew Class 
 
Ansh - for good speaking and listening during carpet time. 
 
Maya - for good writing in literacy and always choosing the right thing. 
 
Mohammed - for doing excellent counting in maths. 
 
Leo - for good talking and listening during PSHE. 
 
Mackisha - for good writing in literacy and working very hard. 
 
Aashvi - for good listening during carpet time and always trying her best. 
 
 

 



 
 
Elm Class 
 
Minahil - for her lovely story telling when sharing books. 
 
Elizabeth - for amazing listening during carpet time and good sharing. 
 
Kshitja and Akshita - for excellent recognition and reading of phase 2 tricky words.  
 
Samanth - for using his sounds to spell cvc words.  
 
Rihaan - for looking after his classroom and following the class rules. 
 
 
Oak Class 
 
Karthik - for always showing good sitting and listening during carpet time. 
 
Udhbhav - for always being enthusiastic when answering questions. 
 
Summaya - for showing good manners and always putting her hand up. 
 
Rameen N -  for creating lots of wonderful art work. 
 
Diya - for showing good listening and responding well to questions. 
 
Anaya - for using kind words such as “Please and Thank you” 

 

 

There are no Reception children with Birthdays this week 

 

 

 

 



 
Reception Home Learning 

For phonics please reinforce learning by helping your child to link sounds to the letters:  

 

 

 

If your child can link sounds to these letters, they can practise forming them too. At Wellington 

we use the ‘Penpals’ handwriting scheme. It is really important for children to learn the correct 

starting point for each letter, so 

please use this guide, so that you can 

support your child effectively. You can 

make this a fun activity by using flour 

indoors or maybe water outside. 

For maths, encourage your child to compare 

amounts of objects like these acorns and talk 

about them using the words: more, less, 

greater, fewer, most and least. 

If you have already set up your Tapestry account, please 

share a photo or video of your child's home learning via one 

upload on Tapestry by Monday 19th October. You are also 

welcome to share a comment. If you have not set up your 

Tapestry account, please send the images via email to your 

child’s class teacher this week.  

From next week, all home learning will be set via Tapestry each Thursday and evidence 

should be uploaded by the following Monday. Class teachers will be monitoring uploads 

closely and staff will respond with one overall comment weekly. 

 



 

Key Stage 1 

Year 1 
 
Year 1 have been busy this week printing using corks, the children created beautiful 
flowers using a range of colours. The children in Beech Class also found all the worms 
in the tuff tray this week using tweezers to help their fine motor skills.  

 

The children also investigated the damage to teeth that coke and orange juice can have 
on teeth compared to water.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We observed the egg shells over the week and found out that the coke and orange juice 
damaged and discoloured the egg shells! So water is the best drink for your teeth!  

 



 

 

The children also created playdough hedgehogs using 
pasta for spikes.  

 

 

The children also have 
been creative at the 
writing table writing about 
the witch and her cat.  

 

 

 

Outside the children have been adding numbers using 
beanbags. They were then writing the number sums 
using chalk.  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 



 

   
The children have also been doing role play on the Tiger who came to Tea.  

 

Maple 495 

Ebony - 444 

Willow- 450  

Beech - 245 

Merits  
Beech: 
Jana, Fatima, Ibraheem for excellent stain glass window design in RE.  
Marwo for super sounding out of new words.  
Akshay for super sentences using finger spaces.  
 

 



 
Ebony: 
Rosh has been working really hard in phonics everyday, keep going! 
Eduard has shown excellent maths work, as he continues to challenge himself by learning the 2 
times table. Well done! 
Rahma has been working really hard and has learnt her letter phonics, keep this up! 
Zohaib has been trying very hard in his English writing, keep up the good work! 
Ayesha has been doing some excellent role play in the Tiger who came to Tea! 
Azmat for always persevering in every subject, keep up the good work! 
 
 
Willow:  
Aanya for her brilliant sentences in English.  
Ahmed and Issa for trying hard in their phonics this week!  
Akshit for adding numbers up to 100, keep up the good work!  
Aradhya for reading well on her book bag day, well done! 
Hasan for predicting well in science this week and knowing what drink is bad for your 
teeth!  
 
 
 
Maple:  
Nicolas for using his phonic sounds to blend CVC words, keep going! 
Gunisha for trying really hard this week to use the trim trail and being able to complete 
it, well done! 
Viyana for her great phonics and writing words independently with the ‘oa’ sound, keep 
it up! 
Louie for remembering the actions for jolly phonics and his effort in using these when 
sounding letters, well done! 
Jayveer and Yaqub for creating a lovely art work of flowers using paint in art.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 

Year 1 homework  
 
Please complete the ‘extras’ on doodle 
maths and doodle spell. To unlock the 
‘extras’ you will need to complete your 6 a 
day first.  
We have also set a task on my maths for you 
to complete. Your child 

brought home my maths login details on Thursday. Please email 
your child’s class teacher if you need another copy.  
My maths is accessible through the schools website or by visiting - 

www.mymaths.co.uk  
School login - welli  
School password-  boots  
 
Next use your child’s login ( sent out on 
Thursday) to access home learning via 
the portal --------> 

 

 
 
You will then be able to access the homework set for you. Please complete homework by 
Monday 19th October.  

 

http://www.mymaths.co.uk/


 

Year 2 

 

Sycamore - 112  

Aspen - 142 

Chestnut - 135 

Pine - 130 

 

This week we have been imagining we were travelling to Sydney!  

We have been thinking about what we would need to travel to Sydney. We loved creating our 
own passports and packing our suitcases. What would you pack in your suitcase? 

 
 

Sydney Opera House art! Look at our fantastic pictures of Sydney Opera House!  

 



 
Can you spot the different media we used?  

 
 
We really enjoyed making our own London Buses!  

 
We have been busy posing for pictures in London to make postcards! Can you name any of 
these famous London objects?  

  
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
Homework  
If you are still having issues logging into your portal and accessing your BugClub - please watch 
this tutorial:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bj183tvNEmk&feature=youtu.be  
  

 
Please complete the MyMaths task set by your teacher ‘Number facts and doubles 3’. Please 
complete any other outstanding homework tasks on MyMaths.  

 
Please complete your DoodleSpell Extra for the split vowel digraph a-e.  
 

Year 2 Spellings:  

This week’s focus spellings are:  

1.father    2. class    3. grass    4. pass  5. plant    6. path   7. bath  8. hour  9. move  10. prove  

Merits: 

Aspen  

Malaki - For settling in to Wellington School and making lots of new friends.  

Jugaad and Ayla - For consistently trying really hard in his reading and  becoming more fluent 

and confident when reading.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bj183tvNEmk&feature=youtu.be


 
Sanjana and Aiza - For their lovely drawings in Topic this week of a suitcase and items they 

would like to take to Sydney.  

 

Pine 

Jenson and Sophie- for a lovely collage of Sydney Opera House in Topic. 

Yasmin- for a super improvement and effort with her phonics sounds all week, keep it up! 

Sergio- For trying really hard with blending of new and longer words when reading. 

Hafra and Kiran- For always being kind and polite to their peers and helping them if needed. 

 

Sycamore 

Maya and Hargun- For being able to explain why certain items are not suitable to take on a trip 

to Sydney and creating excellent passports!  

Ayoub, Saanvi and Diya - for creating fantastic pictures of Sydney Opera House using a range 

of media.  

Swara - for creating an excellent London bus using paint and including all the features. 

Chestnut 

Smrithi - For creating a fantastic suitcase for a trip to Sydney. 

Bani, Daivik, Lezara, Saanvi, Srihan and Yuvan - For having an excellent attitude towards 

learning all week! Well done! 

 

 

 



 
 

Key Stage 2 

Year 3 
Maths 
 
In Maths this week we started a new area of Addition and Subtraction. Children have been 
learning how to add one digit numbers to 3 digit numbers. We are now moving onto the exciting 
area of exchanging. We’ve found using the Place Value Chart with counters really helpful in 
understanding exchanges as we are physically removing the counters to show how it is 
impossible to have 10 ones in the ones column.  
 

 
 
 
English 
 
We’ve been extremely busy in English this week. We had the opportunity to reflect on our cold 
tasks for our setting descriptions. The cold task is the first thing we usually do before we start a 
new book. Teachers gave the children feedback on the steps needed to improve on their cold 
tasks. We had to use our senses to help describe a setting.  
 
Here is an example of a good cold task, where lots of senses are used along with interesting 
adjectives. 
 

 



 

 

 
 
 
Science 
 
This week in science we have been investigating the differences between the different types of 
skeletons. We have learnt some interesting vocabulary such as endoskeleton, exoskeleton and 
hydrostatic skeleton! The children have been able to identify the type of skeletons of different 
animals.  
 
Music 
 
We have been very lucky over the past half term with our music lessons from a real musician. 
Ruth Funnell played her violin for us and has been showing us how to play a range of 
instruments. We have been learning all about ensemble music and used Steve Reich music for 
18 musicians as inspiration. Next week Ruth is playing a special concert in Southwark 
Cathedral. Good Luck Ruth! 
 

 



 

  
 

Merits 
Sapphire: 
Gabriel for working really well in mathematics class. 
Ashley and Ashish for amazing work with sorting skeleton types in Science. 
 
Turquoise: 
Yuhayb- For his great work in maths this week. 
Deen- For his positive attitude towards P.E. 
Aariz- For his attitude and independence towards problem solving. 
Siraya- For her kindness in and outside of the classroom.  
Ameena- For her reflection of her cold task.  
 
Topaz: 
Sahasrara - for completing extra work at home - created her own story, using many story 
features. 
Vyshnavi - for her brilliant work on Stonehenge.  
Gautam - for his Compare and Contrast frame in his recent reading task.  
Deeya - for her brilliant reading tasks, retelling a story. 
Rustam - for his effort in his recent diary entry - hot task. 
Almirah - being able to identify the muscles in science. 
 
Lapis: 
Leonardo- For writing a really descriptive setting description for the Hot Task. 
Alexander- For creating an amazing repeated pattern in Art and also working really hard during 
maths. 

 



 
Liyana- For trying her best during Spanish lessons and creating extra work. 
Kayin- For writing a descriptive setting description during English Hot Task and trying his best 
with his presentation. 
 
Dojo points: 
Sapphire -  630 
Turquoise- 313 
Lapis- 567 
Topaz - 735 
 

Year 4 

English  

Year 4 have been very busy this week with writing their ‘overcoming a monster’ story in the style 
of Beowulf, we are really looking forward to reading their final versions soon.  They have used a 
tailored checklist to help secure their writing by using a range of writing techniques including 
fronted adverbials, expanded noun phrases, descriptive language, prepositions and much more. 
We are also encouraging children to go on to Doodle English and Doodle Spell to continue to 
develop their spelling, punctuation and grammar skills.  Please encourage your child to these 
online resources to further their learning. 

Mathematics 

In Maths children have applied and learnt key skills to further their understanding of maths. 
They have learnt about counting in 25s and looking for patterns, they applied their 
understanding of place value to see the effect of adding two tens and 5 ones each time.  They 
have also learnt to count backwards through 0, which gives rise to negative numbers.  This 
week we used TTRS to further our knowledge of times tables.  Well done to those children who 
have been logging in to practise their times tables at home too.  

Times Table Rockstar Tournament 

Well done Obsidian Class for winning the TTRS Tournament - as a class you achieved a 
staggering 21,737 correct answers. Amber Class , you tried really hard - well done for achieving 
16,758 correct answers.  

Top 5 Rockstars - Srihith, Shrihass, Jaitra, Deesha and Ved.  

 

 



 

 

Science and Topic  

In Science children made some very informative leaflets on tooth decay. They included lots of 
interesting information on tooth decay and ways in which tooth decay can be prevented.  They 
also designed an investigation to demonstrate the effects of different drinks in teeth. On Monday 
they will start the investigation and make observations everyday to see the effects.  

 

 



 
In Topic this week children learned about the Anglo Saxon houses. They compared the Anglo 
Saxon houses to houses that we live in today. They created colourful posters which provided 
information on Anglo Saxon houses. 

 

Art, RE and Music 

This week in art, children used music as a stimulus to sketch pictures, they listened to three 
different types of music and then used sketching techniques to make a picture.  In RE children 
used refining frames to learn more about Judaism and in Music, children used a range of 
instruments to play key notes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Merits  

Amber Class 

Muneeb - for independently writing an Anglo Saxon passport.  

Kavan - confident rounding to 1000 in mathematics. 

Maryam - excellent answers during English when working with applying apostrophes with 
possessive plurals. 

Brijesh - For trying very hard to develop his reading, answering questions and moving up to 
Ruby level. 

Becky - for working independently to get her work started in English and using the resources 
available to help her. 

 

Obsidian Class 

Avni-For creating an amazing leaflet on tooth decay in Science. 
  
Umayma and Tanisha -For always being helpful in class and supporting her peers in their 
learning. 
  
Ayaan-For using descriptive language when writing his myth. 
  
Temidayo-Creating an informative fact file on Anglo Saxon houses. 
 

 

Amber: 2097 points  

Obsidian: 1118 points  

 



 

 

Year 5 
 
English: 
This week in English we have been reflecting on our COLD tasks, celebrating our successes 
and working on ways to improve our writing skills in preparation for the HOT task. As you know, 
our class reader is ‘The Boy at the Back of the Class’, our COLD task was to write a letter (in the 
role of the Narrator) to Mrs Saunders about the Narrator’s concerns on ‘Brendan-the-Bully.’ So, 
this week we have been learning about the features of a persuasive letter/ formal writing.  
 
Maths:  
We have now moved on from multi-step word problems and have started our new topic of 
statistics! We have been interpreting data on line graphs, solving problems and starting to add 
additional data to graphs.  
 
Science:  
This week we have continued to study the life cycles of insects and amphibians. We have also 
started to compare the different life cycles, analysing what is the same and what is different.  
 
Topic & Music:  
In music we have been continuing to play and learn about trills and contrasting sections of 
music from a heroic piece by the German composer, ‘Richard Wagner.’ To continue our study of 
‘The Viking’s’, this week we have been analysing and comparing Viking ‘long houses.’ 
 
Total Dojo Points:  
 
Emerald - 2946 
Diamond - 4245 
 

Merits 
 
Emerald: 
Anusha - For designing and labelling a fantastic stunt car for her purple task. 
 
Heena - For her HOT task - diary entry in the role of Ahmet.  
 
Elmedina - For creating an extremely creative newspaper article on a fictional character. 

 



 
Aminah - For her HOT task - diary entry in the role of Ahmet.  
 
Safaa - For her HOT task - diary entry in the role of Ahmet.  
 
Hibba - For creating a super poster on how to deal with an alien invasion. 
 
Diamond: 
Sophia - For her detailed reading task. 
 
Amber, Azalea and Alexandra - For their excellent participation in Maths when we learnt about 
line graphs: they showed a very good understanding of how to read and interpret them.  
 
Zakir - For his outstanding independent work on representing data using a bar chart. 
 
Manav, Satveer and Yusuf - For their cold tasks - they included lots of features of a persuasive 
letter and excellent persuasive language.  
 
Hansika - For her very detailed comic strip portraying Ahmet’s journey from Syria to England.  
 

Year 6 
 
Year 6 had another exciting week! Many children took part in the Bikeability program where they 
learnt how to ride their bikes safely on the roads, following the highway codes. 
 
In Topic this week, the children completed some fantastic cross-curricular writing in the form of a 
balanced argument discussing whether children should have been evacuated during the Blitz or 
not. They also learnt about rationing and the Dig for Victory campaign.  

 



 

 
 
They applied their maths knowledge to calculate how much they could spend in a week on a 
family of four on food rations in pounds, shillings and pence. They also enjoyed creating 
rationing posters which used vegetables as cartoon characters to persuade people to eat them 
and grow them.  
 
During Maths this week, the children applied their learning of the four operations to solve magic 
number squares and complete number pyramids, using bar models to support their calculations. 
They also expanded their mathematical vocabulary, learning different synonyms for the four 
operations.  
 
In Science this week, the children classified micro-organisms into their three main groups. They 
organised their learning into a tree map and then planned an experiment to investigate how to 
prevent mould growing on bread. They are excited to see the fungus grow! 

 



 

 
Class Dojo 
 
Ruby- 392 points 
Opal- 322 points 
 

Merits 
 
Ruby 
 
Yesna - For her super application of maths knowledge to calculate how much a family could 
spend in a week on food rations in WW2. 
 
Sahar - For her excellent reasons for and against evacuating children in WW2. 
 
Phildena - For her fantastic balanced argument in Topic on whether or not children should be 
evacuated. 
 

 



 
Safa- For her super application of maths knowledge to calculate how much a family could spend 
in a week on food rations in WW2. 
 
 
Opal 
 
Lucas - For his fantastic contributions to class discussion in PSHE. 
 
Rukaya - For her super application of maths knowledge to calculate how much a family could 
spend in a week on food rations in WW2. 
 
Phoebe - For her fantastic balanced argument in Topic on whether or not children should be 
evacuated. 
 
Sarfraz - For his super problem solving in Maths. He solved magic number squares with 
negative numbers! 
 

 


